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The lower hybrid current drive experi ments in ASDEX so far have been 
performed mainly by operating successive waveguides of the grill at a 
relative phase of Aq Q 1T /2 and with equal amplitudes . The spectrum thus 
excited is considered in this paper as a reference spectrum and is shown as 
spectrum Cl in Fig. 1. With such a spectrum it has been observed, like in 
many other related experiments , that the primary current rate of change, 
-iOH• necessary to maintain a constant plasma current lp, decreased with 
increasing rf-power, PRF· At a specific value of PRF• depending on density 
and plasma current, ioH becomes zero and the plasma current is driven by rf 
alone, while at higher powers the transformer gets recharged /1/ . The 
scaling of these effects was found t o depend on the accessibility of the 
lower hybrid waves and to agree with theoretical predictions /2 , 3/ . It was 
also shown that the current density profile j(r) for rf- current drive is 
different from that obtained for inductive current drive and is no longer 
directly determined by the electron temperature profile /4 , 5/. In this 
paper we describe experiments with "tailored" spectra where phase and 
amplitude in each waveguide are specifically set to produce a N .. -spec trum 
with a definite wing at the high N .. -side. Such a wing is considered 
essential in explaining the magnitude of the driven currents as observed in 
the experiments /6/. These spectra are obtained by appropriately 
superimposing in the grill waveguides f i elds producing each by itself 
different N .. -spectra, res ulting in 
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Here Un is the wave amplitude in the n- th wavegui de of the grill . One set 
of such s pectra where we used .AI(~ = '11' /2 , A If& • 5 '11' /6 , and Q1. and a were 
varied, is shown in Fig. 1. Other combinations of A!f~ , ACfz. , a, and<>£ were 
used in order to tailor the wing of the spectrum in different ways (fo r 
example Fig. 6). I n the experiment we have excited each one of these 
spectra with the same total input power of 400 kW . This was about a power 
limit for those experiments because of the very dif ferent powers (up t o tJO 
kW) to be applied to the individual waveguides . A density of ~e = 6 x tol2 
cm- 3 was then chosen in order to obt a in a stationary current drive <ioH RF 
• 0) in the case of the reference spectrum C t. ' 
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Figure 2 shows the primary current loH(t) which is necessary to maintain 
a constant plasma current lp before and during the application of LH-power 
with the spectra shown in Fig. 1. The curves are displaced for clarity. We 
recognise that for spectra with an increasing fraction of power at high N. 
~he current drive becomes less efficient, i . e. - ioH,RF increases. The same 
loH RF would be obtained with a smaller amount of power, PR~ Cn• if the 
applied spectrum were the reference spectrum C 1. In Fig. 3 ~e plot the 
ratio P£F,cn/PRF,Cl where PRF,C1 is the power resulting in ioH,RF ~ 0 for 
the spectrum C 1. The LH-driven current scales , as: 

1RF,._ _.M-•g•PRF/;.e ' 
where "'• 1.., 

p .. J 1>(N,. )J /'1, / J 'P(II.)riN. 1 3 .. ( N.,.L IN~ - -1) / (Nu~ .6.. "4. /N.~) 
N•a _..., 

and N .. 2 is de termined by accessibility or the lower N .. -boundary of the 
spectrum /7,8/. We therefore may write: 

PRF,~n/PRF,Cl c <r·g)Cn/~· g)Cl ' 

The factor ~·g) depends of course on the choice of the spectrum boundaries 
N .. 2 and N-1· The two lines in Fig. 3 show the calculated ratio 
Cps>cnlif!g)c1• For line a we chose N .. 2 * N-acc • 1.5 and the upper boundary 
N.t was 

H.4 ob 

determined by r a J P(N .. )dN .. / J P(N .. )dN .. • 0.97. For line b N .. 2 was 
c> 0 

either N .. z • N .. acc • 1.5 or determined by r • 0.1 and N .. t was determined by 
r • 0 .9, thus shifting N.2 to values greater than 1.5 for the spectra C 7 
to C 13. We see that in the experiment the current drive efficiency is 
always greater than in the calculation b, while for calcula tion a this is 
true only for spectra C 3 and C 5, but less than calculated for C 9 to C 
13. From this we conclude that in using the above equation for g, which is 
derived for a rectangular power spectrum /8/, we overemphasise the high 
N,.-part of the spectrum while the low N. -part is more efficient with 
respec t to current drive. To describe our experimental results in more 
detail we would thua need instead of the function g a function which does 
not only depend on the boundaries N .. 2 and N .. t of the spectrum but also upon 
its shape. 

We further observed that the signalJ\+1 as deduced from the equilibrium 
field depends remarkably upon the applied spectrum. As an example we show 
in Fig . 4 the difference betweenA+l a .o~qu . + li/2 and .ot (from the 
diamagnetic loop) . This difference changes when LH-power i s applied due to 
the wave generated anisotropy in the electron velocity distribution, 
.O~qu. - .oL which occur s on a fast time scale and is positive, and also 
because o¥ a slowly decreasing li• The dependence of li as a function of 
the applied s pectrum i s shown in Fig. 5 for the set of spectra shown in 
Fig. 6. We see that - .6li increases with increasing power in the high N.,
part of the spectrum. This has also been observed in a phase scan where the 
shape of the spectrum remains roughly constant but the mean value (N .. ) is 
shifted from 2 to 4 with a directivity dropping to zero. The change in li 
is thus not only related to the amount of rf-driven current, but also to 
the s hape of the spectrum, and the maximum ~li does not coincide with a 
maximum current drive efficiency. This suggests that the higher N.-part of 
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the spectrum is absorbed further radially outward than the low N.-part. The 
generated current density profile depends on the choice of the spectrum, 
and is not only determined by the direct rf-driven current, but also by an 
rf-modified conductivity profile due to bulk heating or suprathermal 
electrons. 

We should also note that while li is decreasing additional power from 
the decreasing poloidal field energy is available in the plasma, leading to 
a further reduction in the loop voltage. 
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